The energies of the excited states in very neutron-rich 42 Si and 41,43 P have been measured using in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy from the fragmentation of secondary beams of 42,44 S at 39 A.MeV. The low 2 + energy of 42 Si, 770(19) keV, together with the level schemes of 41,43 P provide evidence for the disappearance of the Z=14 and N=28 spherical shell closures, which is ascribed mainly to the action of proton-neutron tensor forces. New shell model calculations indicate that 42 Si is best described as a well deformed oblate rotor. PACS numbers: 23.20.Lv; 21.60.Cs; 27.40.+z; 29.30.Kv Magic nuclei have in common a high energy for the first excited state and a small transition probability B(E2: 0 + 1 → 2 + 1 ) compared to neighboring nuclei. This is essentially due to the presence of large shell gaps, the origins and configurations of which differ significantly along the chart of nuclides. This implies a variable sensitivity of these shell gaps with respect to the proton-neutron asymmetry. For instance, the N=20 shell closure, bound by orbitals of opposite parity, d 3/2 below and f 7/2 above, remains remarkably rigid against quadrupole deformation from . This feature can be traced back to the large N=20 gap, the hindrance of 2 + excitations due to the change of parity across it, and to the presence of proton sub-shell gaps in the sd shells at Z=16 (∼2.5 MeV) and Z=14 (∼4.3 MeV) [2, 3] . Conversely, the N=28 shell closure, produced by the spin-orbit (SO) interaction and separating the orbitals of same parity f 7/2 and p 3/2 , is progressively eroded below the doubly magic [5, 6] , after the removal of only two and four protons, respectively. This rapid disappearance of rigidity of the N=28 isotones has been ascribed to the reduction of the neutron shell gap N=28 combined with that of the proton subshell gap Z=16, leading to increased probability of quadrupole excitations within the f p and sd shells for neutrons and protons, respectively. For the 44 S nucleus, its small 2 + energy, large B(E2) value [5] and the presence of a 0 + 2 isomer at low excitation energy [6] point to a mixed ground state configuration of spherical and deformed shapes. As the proton Z=14 and neutron N=28 (sub)shell gaps have been proven to be effective in 34 14 Si and 48 Ca 28 respectively, the search for a new doubly magic nucleus would be naturally oriented towards 42 14 Si 28 , which could be the lightest one with proton and neutron gaps created by the SO interaction.
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12 and A. Poves The energies of the excited states in very neutron-rich 42 Si and 41,43 P have been measured using in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy from the fragmentation of secondary beams of 42,44 S at 39 A.MeV. The low 2 + energy of 42 Si, 770(19) keV, together with the level schemes of 41,43 P provide evidence for the disappearance of the Z=14 and N=28 spherical shell closures, which is ascribed mainly to the action of proton-neutron tensor forces. New shell model calculations indicate that 42 Si is best described as a well deformed oblate rotor. Magic nuclei have in common a high energy for the first excited state and a small transition probability B(E2: 0 + 1 → 2 + 1 ) compared to neighboring nuclei. This is essentially due to the presence of large shell gaps, the origins and configurations of which differ significantly along the chart of nuclides. This implies a variable sensitivity of these shell gaps with respect to the proton-neutron asymmetry. For instance, the N=20 shell closure, bound by orbitals of opposite parity, d 3/2 below and f 7/2 above, remains remarkably rigid against quadrupole deformation from 40 20 Ca to 34 14 Si even after the removal of six protons [1] . This feature can be traced back to the large N=20 gap, the hindrance of 2 + excitations due to the change of parity across it, and to the presence of proton sub-shell gaps in the sd shells at Z=16 (∼2.5 MeV) and Z=14 (∼4.3 MeV) [2, 3] . Conversely, the N=28 shell closure, produced by the spin-orbit (SO) interaction and separating the orbitals of same parity f 7/2 and p 3/2 , is progressively eroded below the doubly magic [5, 6] , after the removal of only two and four protons, respectively. This rapid disappearance of rigidity of the N=28 isotones has been ascribed to the reduction of the neutron shell gap N=28 combined with that of the proton subshell gap Z=16, leading to increased probability of quadrupole excitations within the f p and sd shells for neutrons and protons, respectively. For the 44 S nucleus, its small 2 + energy, large B(E2) value [5] and the presence of a 0 + 2 isomer at low excitation energy [6] point to a mixed ground state configuration of spherical and deformed shapes. As the proton Z=14 and neutron N=28 (sub)shell gaps have been proven to be effective in 34 14 
Si and
48 Ca 28 respectively, the search for a new doubly magic nucleus would be naturally oriented towards 42 14 Si 28 , which could be the lightest one with proton and neutron gaps created by the SO interaction.
The experimental status concerning the structure of 42 Si is rather controversial. On the one hand the very short β-decay lifetimes of the 40−42 14 Si nuclei point to deformed ground state configurations in the Si isotopic chain [7] . On the other hand the weak two proton knockout cross section σ −2p ( 44 S→ 42 Si) was given as a strong indication in favor of a "doubly magic" spherical nucleus [8] with a large Z=14 shell gap. However, the same authors have shown more recently [9] that a reduction of the Z=14 gap by as much as 1 MeV does not increase the σ −2p value significantly. Further, the newly measured atomic mass of 42 Si [10] is compatible with an excess of microscopic energy as compared to a spherical liquid drop, which could be obtained either for a spherical or deformed shell closure. (19) 172 (12) 420 (22) 964 (24) The experiment was carried out at the Grand Accélérateur National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL) facility. A primary beam of 48 Ca at 60 A·MeV impinged onto a 200 mg/cm 2 C target with a mean intensity of 3.8 µA to produce a cocktail of projectile like fragments. They were separated by the ALPHA spectrometer, the magnetic rigidity of which was set to optimize the transmission of the 44 S nuclei, produced at a rate of 125 s −1 . Fragments were guided over a flight path of about 80 m along which the time-of-flight (TOF) was determined with two microchannel plates. A thin 50 µm Si detector was used to determine the energy losses (∆E), which completed the event by event identification prior to the fragmentation in a secondary target of 195 mg/cm 2 of 9 Be. This target was placed at the entrance of the SPEG spectrometer, the magnetic rigidity of which was tuned to maximize the transmission of the 42 Si nuclei produced through a 2 proton knockout reaction. At the focal plane of SPEG, ionisation and drift chambers provided information on the ∆E and positions of the transmitted nuclei, while a plastic scintillator was used to determine TOF and residual energies. The σ −2p ( 44 S → 42 Si) cross section is measured to be 80(10) µbarn at 39 A·MeV. This agrees with the value of 120 (20) µbarn obtained at 98.6 A·MeV [8] , after having taken into account a enhancement factor of 25% due to the higher beam energy [11] .
An array of 74 BaF 2 crystals, each of 9 cm diameter and 14 cm length, was arranged in two hemispheres above and below the Be target at a mean distance of 25 cm to detect γ-rays arising from the secondary reactions. The energy threshold of the detectors was around 100 keV. The energies of two γ-rays detected in coincidence in adjacent detectors were combined by add-back. The γ-ray energies were corrected for Doppler shifts due to the inflight emission by the fragments. Photopeak efficiencies of 38 % at 779 keV, 24 % at 1.33 MeV and 16 % at 2 MeV were achieved for fragments with v/c ≃ 0.3. The energy resolution was 15% at 800 keV and 12% at 1.4 MeV, which includes the effects of the intrinsic resolution of the detectors and the Doppler broadening. Using the systematics of the peak widths deduced from the observation of known single peaks, doublets of γ-rays could also be disentangled. The time resolution of the array was 800 ps. This enabled a clean separation between neutrons or charged particles and the γ-rays arising from the reaction on the basis of their TOF differences.
γ-ray spectra obtained for the 42 Si and 41,43 P isotopes are shown in Fig. 1 . Several other nuclei were also produced, such as 38,40 Si and 44 S. Noteworthy is the fact that we find good agreement with their previously measured γ transitions, published in Refs. [5, 12] . A clear single peak is visible in the spectrum of 42 Si at 770(19) keV on a significance level of more than 3 σ. It can be assigned to the decay of the first excited state, namely the 2
transition. The number of counts corresponds to a feeding of the 2 + state of 44±10%. In 43 P, in addition to the low energy transition at 186 keV previously reported by Fridmann et al. [8] , a doublet of weak transitions is visible at 789 and 918 keV. Both transitions are in coincidence with the 186 keV transition, and are placed on top of it in the proposed level scheme (Fig. 2) . In 41 P, similarly to the 43 P case, a strong low energy transition at 172 (12) keV is visible together with several slightly overlapping peaks at 420, 964, 1146 and 1408 keV. The 964 and 1408 keV transitions are in coincidence with the 172 keV transition, while the 964 keV transition is in coincidence with that at 420 keV too. In addition to coincidence relationships, intensity arguments are used in order to build the level scheme presented in Fig. 2 present observation of new γ-lines in the 43 P and 42 Si is explained by an enhanced γ efficiency by about a factor of ten at 1 MeV with respect to the work of Refs. [8, 9] . Fig. 3 shows the energies of the 2 + states in the Si and Ca isotopes. The correlated increase of the 2 + energies in the 40 Ca and 34 Si nuclei at N=20 does not hold at N=28. While 2 + energies increase in Ca isotopes from N=24 to reach a maximum around 4 MeV at N=28, the 2 + energies in the Si isotopes start to deviate from those of the Ca at N=26, reaching a minimum value at N=28. The slight deviation from the Ca curve at N=26 was interpreted in Ref. [12] as an indication in favor of a reduced N=28 shell gap. However, neutron excitations occurring before the complete filling of the νf 7/2 shell are not especially sensitive to the N=28 gap, as the 2 + states are qualitatively due to excitations inside the f 7/2 shell. Conversely, in 42 Si 28 the 2 + state comes from particle-hole excitations across the gap and therefore, the dramatic decrease of its 2 + energy leaves no doubt concerning the disappearance of the spherical N=28 shell closure at Z=14, the energy of 770 keV being one of the smallest among nuclei having a similar mass. It is worth pointing out, as shown in Fig. 2 , that the decrease of the 2 + energies in the 40,42 Si nuclei is correlated to the behavior of those states observed around 1 MeV in the 41,43 P isotones, which in the shell model arise from the coupling of the last proton in the s 1/2 or d 3/2 orbitals to the 2 + excitation. This provides additional support to the disappearance of the N=28 spherical gap. If the N=28 gap had persisted in the P isotopes, a sequence of levels similar to those in 47 K would have been observed. Namely two nearby 1/2 + and 3/2 + states originating from the quasi-degeneracy of the πs 1/2 and πd 3/2 orbitals and a large gap in energy (∼2MeV) above this doublet.
The spectroscopy of the nuclei with proton number in the range of 16 to 20 and neutron number from 20 to 28 is reproduced successfully when using large scale shell model calculations in a valence space comprising the full sd-shells for protons and pf -shells for neutrons with the effective interaction SDPF-NR [17] . The remarkable features of this interaction which account for the evolution of the nuclear structure between N=20 and N=28 are : (i) the decrease of the d 3/2 -s 1/2 proton splitting by about 2.5 MeV from 39 K 20 to 47 K 28 as the neutron f 7/2 orbital is filled, (ii) the reduction of the N=28 gap by about 330 keV per pair of protons [4] removed from the 48 Ca. Despite these successes, a correct description of the Si isotopes cannot be straightforwardly obtained by using the monopole matrix elements of the SDPF-NR interaction derived for the Ca isotopes. This arises from the fact that the occupied and valence proton orbitals involved in both cases are somewhat different. In particular, some amount of core excitations to the πf 7/2 orbital, which lies just above the valence space of the Ca isotopes, is included in the neutron-pairing matrix elements V nn of pfshell orbits. This contribution is expected to be negligible in the Si isotopes, in which the πf 7/2 orbital lies at much higher excitation energy. According to the model, the configuration of the 2 + states in 36,38,40 Si arises mainly from pair-breaking inside the νf 7/2 shell and therefore the 2 + energies scale with the V nn values. Indeed the energy of the 2 + states in 36,38,40 Si [1, 12, 18] and those of the 5/2 + states in 37,39 P [15] are overestimated by the SDPF-NR interaction up to 300-400 keV. The discrepancy is larger for 42 Si, the calculated 2 + energy of which being 1.49 MeV, instead of 770 keV. Therefore a reduction of the pf shell V nn matrix elements by 300 keV gives the 2 + energies of 36,38,40 Si as well as the 5/2 + energies in 37,39 P [15] in agreement with their experimental values. Nevertheless the calculated 2 + energy in 42 Si, 1.1 MeV, is still larger than the experimental value. To further reduce it without changing the properties of the other N=28 isotones, the proton-neutron monopole matrix elements V pn d 5/2 (f p) can be considered. Indeed, the d 5/2 orbital is "active" in the Si isotopes whereas it is too deeply bound to play a significant role in the description of the Ca isotopes. Nevertheless, with the SDPF-NR interaction the proton d 3/2 -d 5/2 splitting in 39 K and 47 K overestimates the experimental values, see Tab. I. By modi- Si) cross section agrees with the one calculated with a similar gap in Ref. [9] .
The resulting shell model description of the N=20 to N=28 region south of Ca isotopes is the following: as compared to the 34 Si and 48 Ca nuclei, major changes in the energies of the proton and neutron orbitals are occurring towards 42 Si. The complete filling of the neutron f 7/2 shell from 34 Si leads to a shrinkage of the sd orbitals, with a proton SO splitting d 3/2 -d 5/2 reduced by about 1.94 MeV. This reduction is compatible with what is accounted for by tensor forces, which act attractively (repulsively) between the proton and neutron orbits d 3/2 -f 7/2 (d 5/2 -f 7/2 ) as described in Ref. [16, 20] . Simultaneously, as depicted in Ref. [4] the removal of protons from 48 Ca induces a compression in energy of the four neutron f p orbits and hence a reduction of the N=28 gap by about 1 MeV in 42 Si (from an initial value of 4.8 MeV in 48 Ca) due to the combined effects of the proton-neutron tensor force and the density dependence of the SO interaction. The overall picture would be then that the mutual actions of the proton-neutron tensor forces in 42 Si induce the reduction of the neutron N=28 gap and limit the size of the proton Z=14 gap. In addition, particlehole excitations between occupied and valence orbitals which are separated by ∆ℓ, j=2 for both protons (sd ) and neutrons (fp) naturally favor quadrupole correlations that generate collectivity through mechanisms related to Elliott's SU(3) symmetry [26] . The combined effects of the compression of the proton and neutron orbitals, plus the quadrupole excitations, produce a rich variety of behaviors and shapes in the even N=28 isotones; spherical 48 Ca; oblate non-collective 46 Ar; coexistence in 44 S, and two rotors, oblate 42 Si and prolate 40 Mg. This variety of shapes is also globally supported by mean field calculations, relativistic or non-relativistic [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] .
To summarize, the energies of excited states in the 42 Si and the 41,43 P nuclei have been measured through inbeam γ-ray spectroscopy. The low energy of the 2 + 1 state in 42 Si, 770(19) keV, together with the level schemes of 41,43 P provide evidence for the disappearance of the N=28 shell-closure around 42 Si. It is ascribed to the combined action of proton-neutron tensor forces leading to a global compression of the proton and neutron single particle orbits, added to the quadrupole symmetry between the occupied and valence states which favors excitations across the Z=14 and N=28 shell gaps.
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